
Understanding the city of Hong Kong
Is the city of Hong Kong looks beautiful and 

Attractive?

Any special personality can be observed in the 
complex city environment of Hong Kong?

Which parties or systems help to shape Hong 
Kong into a city with acceptable quality?

How to read the message behind these city 
images?

Government’s role in developing and 
renewing the city (since 1980)

By major strategic policies

- Territorial Development Strategy

- Sub-regional Planning

- Metroplan

- Rural Planning and Improvement 
Strategy

Government’s role in developing and renewing 
the city (since 1980)

Some major control regulations and 
implementation bodies

- Town Planning Ordinance 

- Town Planning Board

- Committee on Planning & Land Development

- Development Bureau

- Planning Dept (District/Territorial Branch)

- Lands Department 

- Urban Renewal Authority

The development concerns will cover:

- Transportation provisions including airport 
and port, railway and highway 

- Land uses including commercial, residential, 
industrial, government and institutional, 
recreational and other special uses.

- Comprehensive developments

- Rural developments

- Preserved areas including country parks and 
other green areas.

- Landscape, conservation, and city images

- Linkage between Hong Kong and China



What are the factors or elements that make 
buildings (or other facilities like an airport, 
railway station, or even a district and a city) 
look beautiful and attractive?

- its Exterior (town planners, Architects)

- its interior

- other associated factors, like satisfying the 
function for use, spatial layout, other 
facilitating provisions

This is Hong Kong 

This is Hong Kong 

This is also Hong Kong 



…. And this ! …. And this !

Something we call this the “cityscape”





Examples of famous and iconic buildings









An eye-catching residential 
development in Repulse Bay

An eye-catching residential 
development in Repulse Bay





The Park Island 
Development in Ma 
Wan and the Noah’s 
Ark theme park

Noah’s Ark theme park

Noah’s Ark Theme Park 
as part of the Island 
Park development 
package

Building 
exterior



Building exterior – the roof design details

A building or a city, besides its appearance 
which can be conveniently described as 
beautiful, nice looking or attractive, it also 
possesses its unique composition and 
personality that reflects certain meanings 
itself or to the community as a whole.

Many buildings are too common, not eye-
catching, or even having an unpleasant look, 
but they show the reality of living environment 
of the majorities. It forms part of the cityscape.

Is it a kind of cityscape?

Cityscape sometimes has its unique meanings, such as, from its 
visual forms or images to define the unique personality of a city

Something we call 
the streetscape, or 
cityscape?



Streetscape that tells more 
about the living environment 
inside our city



Something we call 
the “streetscape”



Something we call 
the streetscape



How to read the 
cityscape and to 
rate whether a city 
is beautiful?

How to read the cityscape and to rate whether a city is beautiful?

Historic buildings that reflect the past of a city. 
In the recent terms, we call this heritage.





Central Police Station and Victoria Prison Complex





Buildings that show some kind 
of identity or personality, no 
matter you name it beautiful or 
awkward. 



Some worst scenarios inside city

– buildings in dilapidated and 
poorly maintained conditions





Resettlement and 
Public Houses



Squatter areas in Hong Kong 
commonly found inside the 
city during the 1950s to 60s

Squatter areas along the 
hillside of the city

Causeway Bay

Diamond Hill / Choi  Hung

The fire in Shek Kap Mei in 1953 
that triggered the  construction of 
the first generation of 
Resettlement Estate



The first generation of      
resettlement estate in Shek Kap Mei

Wong Tai Sin Estate 
in late 1960 Tai Hom Village

Daily life inside the 
Eestate houses



“Villages” inside the 
city of Hong Kong

Old districts

Tai Hom Village



Old districts

.… Sai Ying Pun, Sheung Wan, 
Kennedy Town, To Kwa Wan, 
Kowloon City, Yau Ma Tei, Sham 
Shui Po, Kwun Tong ….





Some un-noticed old district in the busiest commercial zone in Causeway Bay



Building Upgrading and Renewal

樓宇更新大行動 Building Operation Bright



Transforming of a 
building, a district



A new 48-storey residential 
building will be here, with 
the external wall of the old 
market being preserved.

Some other icons inside Hong Kong 



Various pedestrian street 
– Sai Yeung Choi Street in Mong Kok and Lockhart Road in Causeway Bay

Local markets



Local food stalls



Other uncommon views of Hong Kong 





Reshaping the old districts

The redevelopment of Yue Ma Fong, Kwun Tong
(managed by Urban Renewal Authority)



Kwun Tong Yue Man Fong, 
an old district zone dating 
back to early 1960s.



Yue Man Fong in mid 2010 Yue Man Fong in mid 2016



Yue Man Fong in late 2017

The Cases of Singapore

Singapore 



A casual conclusion
To rectify something from imperfect and make 
it become better and reasonable, it is not easy 
as one can think. It involves un-imaginable 
time, effort, planning, coordination  and finally 
carrying out of works. There are also quite a 
number of stake-holders that their needs, 
concerns and interest needed to be 
addressed. Monitoring, feeding back and 
adjusting the errors afterward cannot be 
ignored.

So upgrading HK is a long process in order to 
fulfil the issues that mentioned above.


